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Class 400. $5,000 Harmon Classic’s Open Hunter Derby
**To be SPLIT $2,500 Pro and $2,500 Non Pro**
Class Conditions: This class will be held under the USHJA “Hunt & Go” format. In this
format ALL riders compete in BOTH phases. The first phase is the “Classic Phase” and
the second phase is the “Handy Phase”. All entries will compete in both phases even if
penalties (rails, refusals, etc) are incurred. Major penalties such as falls, 3 refusals, off
course, etc. will result in elimination. The classic phase will consist of 6-8 fences and will
be judged on quality, movement, jumping styles, manners, and way of going. All entries
must pass through a set of markers to begin their “Handy” portion of the class. The
“Handy” portion consists of 5-8 jumps and shall be judged on handiness, quality,
movement, jumping style, and way of going to represent the hunt field and will include
rollbacks and a trot jump. Minimum 12 entries per section required to fill the class.
Fence heights offered at 2’6 and 3’.
Entry Fee: $135 Ribbons 1-10
1st $500 2nd $350 3rd $300 4th $275 5th $250 6th $210 7th $175 8th $160 9th $150 10th $130

Class 500: $2,500 Hunt For The Cure Derby
Class Conditions: Only open to Non Pro entries. Fence heights offered at 2’6 and 3’.
This class will be held under the USHJA “Hunt & Go” format. In this format ALL riders
compete in BOTH phases. The first phase is the “Classic Phase” and the second phase
is the “Handy Phase”. All entries will compete in both phases even if penalties (rails,
refusals, etc) are incurred. Major penalties such as falls, 3 refusals, off course, etc. will
result in elimination. The classic phase will consist of 6-8 fences and will be judged on
quality, movement, jumping styles, manners, and way of going. All entries must pass
through a set of markers to begin their “Handy” portion of the class. The “Handy” portion
consists of 5-8 jumps and shall be judged on handiness, quality, movement, jumping
style, and way of going to represent the hunt field and will include rollbacks and a trot
jump.
Entry Fee $135 Ribbons 1-10
1st $500 2nd $350 3rd $300 4th $275 5th $250 6th $210 7th $175 8th $160 9th $150 10th $130

Class 600: $1,500 SCHJA Palmetto Derby
Class Conditions: The first round to be conducted over an elaborate course of jumps
resembling the Hunt Field. Will Include verticals and oxers with non pro riders having a
choice between 2’9 or 3’ sections with 4 high option jumps. Pro riders MUST show in



the 3’ section. The top 12 scores will return for a “Handy” round which may include
rollbacks, bending lines, hand gallops, and a trot or walk jump. Open numeric scoring to
be used for both rounds. In the event that there are 30 or more riders, then the class will
be offered under a Hunt & Go Format. SCHJA requires both horse and rider must be
members of SCHJA. Full specs available at www.schja.org. Minimum of 15 entries
required to fill.
Per SCHJA Entry Fee $85 Ribbons 1-8
1st $450 2nd $325 3rd $180 4th $130 5th $120 6th $105 7th $100 8th $85

Class 700: $1,500 Pony Derby
Class Conditions: This class will be held under the USHJA “Hunt & Go” format. In this
format ALL riders compete in BOTH phases. The first phase is the “Classic Phase” and
the second phase is the “Handy Phase”. All entries will compete in both phases even if
penalties (rails, refusals, etc) are incurred. Major penalties such as falls, 3 refusals, off
course, etc. will result in elimination. The classic phase will consist of 6-8 fences and will
be judged on quality, movement, jumping styles, manners, and way of going. All entries
must pass through a set of markers to begin their “Handy” portion of the class. The
“Handy” portion consists of 5-8 jumps and shall be judged on handiness, quality,
movement, jumping style, and way of going to represent the hunt field and will include
rollbacks and a trot jump. Small pony 2’-2’3, Medium Pony 2’3-2’6, Large Pony 2’6-2’9.
Open to ponies that have competed in the show. Minimum 12 to fill.
Entry Fee $85 Ribbons 1-10
1st $420 2nd $275 3rd $130 4th $115 5th $110 6th $95 7th $90 8th $90 9th $85 10th $85

Class 803. $1,500 Tadpole Derby Sponsored by Lafayette Farms
Class Conditions: This class will be held under the USHJA “Hunt & Go” format. In this
format ALL riders compete in BOTH phases. The first phase is the “Classic Phase” and
the second phase is the “Handy Phase”. All entries will compete in both phases even if
penalties (rails, refusals, etc) are incurred. Major penalties such as falls, 3 refusals, off
course, etc. will result in elimination. The classic phase will consist of 6-8 fences and will
be judged on quality, movement, jumping styles, manners, and way of going. All entries
must pass through a set of markers to begin their “Handy” portion of the class. The
“Handy” portion consists of 5-8 jumps and shall be judged on handiness, quality,
movement, jumping style, and way of going to represent the hunt field and will include
rollbacks and a trot jump. This class is restricted to only entries that have entered and
shown in Short Stirrup Divisions, Long Stirrup Divisions, Tadpole Divisions, and Small
Ponies. Fence height 2’
Entry Fee: $85 Ribbons 1-10
1st $420 2nd $275 3rd $135 4th $115 5th $110 6th $95 7th $90 8th $90 9th $85 10th $85

Class 650: $1,000 CrossRail Derby Sponsored by M&S Insurance

http://www.schja.org


Class conditions: Open to all Crossrail entries that have entered and shown in the show.
Top 12 come back for a second round. Minimum 10 entries required to fill. This class is
a Global Crossrail Championship Qualifier.
Entry Fee: $65 Ribbons 1-10
1st $210 2nd $120 3rd $105 4th $100 5th $90 6th $85 7th $80 8th $75 9th $70 10th $65

Class 800: $1,500 Jumper Classic
Class Conditions: Table II, 2B Height to be held at 1.05m-1.10m. Open to all horses that
have entered and shown in at least one class at the show. Minimum 12 entries to fill or
class will turn into an addback format.
Entry Fee $85 Ribbons 1-10
1st $420 2nd $275 3rd $130 4th $120 5th $110 6th $95 7th $90 8th $90 9th $85 10th $85

Class 801: $500 Mini Jumper Classic
Class Conditions: Table II, 2B Height to be held at 2’3”-2’6”. Open to all horses
that have entered and shown in at least one class at the show. Minimum 12
entries to fill or class will turn into an addback format.

Entry Fee: $45 Ribbons 1-8
1st $120 2nd $80 3rd $65 4th $60 5th $50 6th $45 7th $40 8th $40

Class 802. $500 Puddle Jumper Classic
Class Conditions: Table II, 2B Height to be held at 2’. Open to all horses that
have entered and shown in at least one class at the show. No Oxers. No
Combinations. Minimum 12 entries to fill or class will turn into an addback
format.

Entry Fee: $45 Ribbons 1-8
1st $120 2nd $80 3rd $65 4th $60 5th $50 6th $45 7th $40 8th $40


